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Abstract

Biofilms are ubiquitous macro-colonies of bacteria that develop at various interfaces (solid-
liquid, solid-gas or liquid-gas).he formation of biofilms starts with the attachment of individual
bacteria to an interface where they proliferate and produce a slimy polymeric matrix - two pro-
cesses that result in colony growth and spreading. Recent experiments on the growth of biofilms
on agar substrates under air have shown that for certain bacterial strains, the production of the
extracellular matrix and the resulting osmotic influx of nutrient-rich water from the agar into the
biofilm are more crucial for the spreading behaviour of a biofilm than the motility of individual
bacteria. We present a model which describes the biofilm evolution and the advancing biofilm
edge for this spreading mechanism. The model is based on a gradient dynamics formulation
for thin films of biologically passive liquid mixtures and suspensions, supplemented by bioactive
processes which play a decisive role in the osmotic spreading of biofilms. It explicitly includes the
wetting properties of the biofilm on the agar substrate via a disjoining pressure and can therefore
give insight into the interplay between passive surface forces and bioactive growth processes.
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1 Introduction

The formation of biofilms at solid substratess initiated by the attachment of individual bacteria
to a surface [1]. These attached bacteria then proliferate and at the same time produce a slimy
polymeric matrix. This extracellular matrix protects the bacteria and also gives the biofilm its
mechanical properties, which govern its morphogenesis and allow it to resist mechanical stresses [2].
As proliferation and matrix production proceed, the colony grows and spreads laterally along the
substrate. This process may occur in an ambient liquid or under a gas atmosphere.

The widespread occurrence of biofilms and their either detrimental or beneficial effect imply
that it is highly important to understand the physico-chemical and biological principles of biofilm
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formation and spreading at different types of interfaces. Hence the past decades have seen the
development of a variety of theoretical biofilm models. On the one hand, there is a vast literature
on the evolution of biofilms on flat solid substrates in contact with a bulk liquid, i.e., at solid-liquid
interfaces (for reviews see for example [3, 4, 5]). Independent of the type of model used (continuous,
discrete or hybrid), the following processes are typically considered: cell attachement/detachment
to/from the surface, cell division and cell death, matrix production, nutrients and oxygen uptake by
the cell etc. Transport is modeled via diffusion and convection through the liquid phase. Relevant
questions, which have been treated are e.g. the effect of cell transport mechanisms [6, 7], nutrient
concentration [8, 9], biofilm matrix properties [10, 11, 12, 13], or cell-to-cell signalling [14] on the
biofilm morphology, the interplay between bulk fluid flow and biofilm morphology [15, 16], or the
evolution of multispecies biofilms [17, 18, 19].

On the other hand, recently, also biofilms at solid-gas interfaces have attracted some attention
as in the laboratory and in nature, biofilms also grow on moist solid substrates in contact with a
gas phase. In this case, the spreading of a biofilm colony involves the motion of the three-phase
contact line between the viscous biofilm, the solid substrate and the gas phase. In the contact
line region wetting phenomena are likely to play a major role in the biofilm dynamics. Indeed,
it was shown experimentally, that in many cases biofilm spreading is not driven by the active
mobility of individual bacteria but rather by growth processes and the physico-chemical properties
of the biofilm components and the resulting fluxes [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. One example is a
spreading mechanism studied for Bacillus subtilis biofilms which relies on the auto-production of
surfactin, which acts as surfactant. Surfactants can promote rapid surface colonisation by altering
the interfacial properties [23, 27]. Furthermore, a local gradient in surfactant concentration results
in a surface tension gradient which drives so-called Marangoni flows that promote spreading [24,
25]. Another example for a biofilm spreading mechanism that corresponds to a physico-chemical
mechanism is the osmotic spreading. Osmosis describes the transport of solvent across an interface
that the solute is not able to pass. The most emblematic example is that of the transport of
water through a semi-permeable membrane from a reservoir with low solute concentration into one
with high solute concentration [28]. For Bacillus subtilis and Sinorhizobium meliloti, the spreading
behaviour on moist agar substrates is determined by the ability of the bacteria to produce the
exopolysaccharide component of the polymeric matrix [21, 22]. The spreading mechanism results
from gradients of osmotic pressure that are generated as bacteria consume water and nutrient to
produce further biomass. The resulting osmotic imbalance between biofilm and agar substrate
causes the biofilm to swell and spread through an uptake of water from the moist agar substrate. It
was found experimentally, that nutrient depletion within a colony that grows on a nutrient-rich agar
substrate in a gas atmosphere triggers an increase in matrix production that allows for a subsequent
radial spreading which provides the biofilm with fresh nutrients [29]. Recently, experimental tracking
of the distribution of the main phenotypes of a Bacillus subtilis strain with fluorescence imaging
techniques has shown that the matrix producing cells are predominantly located in the outer rim
of the biofilm which also suggests that they play a crucial role in the spreading of a biofilm front
[30].

As outlined above, many aspects of the complex biofilm morphology have been modeled exten-
sively with very detailed multidimensional approaches. With our present approach we are specifi-
cally aiming at investigating the role of surface forces, i.e. capillarity and wettability, on the osmotic
spreading of biofilms growing at agar-gas interfaces. Thereby we neglect many aspect of biofilm
complexity (for example specifically modelling the nutrient and oxygen dynamics). Instead we start
out from the thermodynamic consistent theoretical framework developed for the evolution of films
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of passive suspensions [31, 32, 33], which we supplement by bioactive growth terms representing
proliferation/death and matrix production. In the first presentation of this approach we focus on
a simple case, where the biomass is only transported by passive mechanisms, as opposed to active
transport via bacterial motility. Because the osmotic spreading mechanism of biofilm growth re-
sults from physico-chemical processes occurring at the interface between the agar substrate and the
biofilm, we include wetting effects into the model in terms of a Derjaguin (or disjoining) pressure
that is related to a wetting energy. This approach allows us to consistently describe the advancing
biofilm edge and to study how biofilm growth results from the interplay between passive surface
forces (i.e., wetting energy, surface tension), osmotic fluxes between agar and biofilm, and active
growth processes.

The following section 2 presents our model and its numerical treatment. First, section 2.1
introduces the model for the passive case of a free-surface film of a suspension on a solid substrate
in a gradient dynamics form. It describes the spreading film in terms of coupled evolution equations
for continuous variables, namely, the effective heights of solute and solvent. We emphasise that the
gradient dynamics form (i) allows for an easy and fully consistent extension towards more complex
materials incorporating, e.g., solvent-solute and solute-solute interactions [32, 33, 34], (ii) directly
reflects the principles of non-equilibrium thermodynamics [35], and (iii) and is fully equivalent to
the hydrodynamic form obtained by long-wave approximation that consist of a thin film equation
coupled to an advection-diffusion equation [31, 33]. The subsequent section 2.2 introduces the
bioactive growth term into the model and the term responsible for the osmotic influx and evaporation
of the solvent. From there on, solvent and solute represent nutrient-rich water and biomass (bacteria
and the extracellular polymeric matrix), respectively. Our numerical treatment of the model is
briefly discussed in section 2.3.

Section 3 presents selected results obtained with our simplified model. First, we show that the
model qualitatively reproduces the experimentally observed transition of growing biofilm droplets
from initial vertical swelling to subsequent horizontal spreading [21]. At later times, the biofilm
spreads with a front of constant shape and velocity. Next, we study how the front velocity depends
on relevant model parameters, e.g., wettability of the substrate, biomass growth rate constant,
transport coefficients, etc. and compare the observed tendencies with available data in the literature.
We also present a first simulation of the osmotic growth of a biofilm on a fully two-dimensional
substrate. The final section 4 presents our conclusion.

2 Materials and Method

To study the osmotically driven spreading mechanism of biofilms, we develop a basic mathematical
model that predicts the dynamics of a biofilm on a flat moist substrate. From the viewpoint of
soft condensed matter physics, biofilms may be considered as thin films of suspensions of bioactive
colloids in viscoelastic liquid [36]. In consequence, thin-film descriptions were recentlyntroduced for
biofilms to study early stage biofilm-growth and quorum sensing [14], osmotically driven spreading
[21] and the effect of surfactant production for the spreading of a bacterial colony that moves up a
non-nutritive boundary [25].

We assume a biofilm of height h consists of a mixture of nutrient-rich water with the height-
averaged concentration φ1 = ψ1

h and of biomass (bacteria and the extracellular polymeric matrix)

with the height-averaged concentration φ2 = ψ2

h (see sketch in Fig. 1). We base our model on the
fields ψ1 and ψ2 that denote the effective layer thickness of water and biomass, respectively. The
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Figure 1: Sketch of a thin film of binary mixture on a flat solid substrate. The total film height h(x, t) =
ψ1(x, t)+ψ2(x, t) is given by the sum of the effective layer thicknesses of solvent ψ1(x, t) (nutrient-
rich water) and solute ψ2(x, t) (bacteria and extracellular matrix).

total film height can always be obtained via h = ψ1 + ψ2. In section 2.1, the passive aspect of the
biofilm dynamics is modeled using the thermodynamically consistent gradient dynamics formalism
developed for the description of films of binary mixtures and suspensions [31, 32, 33]. To facilitate
comparison to the literature, the hydrodynamic long-wave formulation of the model is also given. In
section 2.2, the gradient dynamics is supplemented by bioactive terms which account for processes
that play a crucial role for the osmotic spreading of biofilm droplets. Hereby we assume that in
the early stages of biofilm development, the hydrodynamic coupling of the individual bacteria is
negligible.

2.1 Modeling thin films of passive mixtures and suspensions

Under the assumption that variations in film height are small as compared to all relevant horizontal
length scales, the behaviour of free surface layers and shallow drops of simple liquids can be described
in terms of an evolution equation for the film thickness profile h(x, t) in the gradient dynamics form

∂th = ∇ · [Q(h)∇ δF [h]
δh ] with a mobility function Q(h) and a free energy functional F [h] containing

interface and wetting energies [37, 38]. With the mobilityQ = h3, the gradient dynamics formulation
is fully equivalent to the standard thin film equation obtained via long-wave approximation from
the governing equations of hydrodynamics [39, 40]. Considering now a thin free-surface film of a
binary suspension or solution on a flat solid substrate, one can extend this approach and derive two
coupled evolution equations for the effective layer thicknesses ψi of solvent and solute [33, 41]:

∂tψ1 = ∇ ·
[
Q11∇

δF

δψ1
+Q12∇

δF

δψ2

]
∂tψ2 = ∇ ·

[
Q21∇

δF

δψ1
+Q22∇

δF

δψ2

]
. (1)

The underlying free energy functional

F [ψ1, ψ2] =

∫
[ f(ψ1, ψ2)︸ ︷︷ ︸

wetting

+ (ψ1 + ψ2)g(ψ1, ψ2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
bulk mixing

+ γ
2 (∇(ψ1 + ψ2))2︸ ︷︷ ︸

surface

] dx (2)

consists of the wetting energy f(ψ1, ψ2), a film bulk contribution g(ψ1, ψ2) that accounts for the
entropic terms and the interactions of solute and solvent, and a surface term that depends on the
interface shape and the liquid-gas interface tension γ. In general, these contributions can be chosen
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to include composition-dependent wetting properties and complex solvent-solute interactions. Here,
we restrict ourselves to relatively simple choices: The wetting energy depends only on the overall
film height h = ψ1 +ψ2 and describes a biofilm that partially wets the substrate, i.e., in the contact
region the film-air interface forms a small finite angle with the substrate [42]. A simple such energy
is

f(ψ1, ψ2) = f̃(ψ1 + ψ2) =

(
− A

2(ψ1 + ψ2)2
+

B

5(ψ1 + ψ2)5

)
withA,B=const (3)

that combines long-range van-der-Waals interactions characterised by the Hamaker constant A
and stabilising short range interactions characterised by the constant B. The usual Derjaguin (or
disjoining) pressure is obtained as −df̃/dh. The constants may be obtained from the contact angle
and the thickness of the wetting layer on the moist agar that coexists with the film [43, 44]. Eq. (3)
is a common choice that together with the other contributions in F [ψ1, ψ2] well describes spreading
or dewetting behaviour of passive droplets [40, 45]. Other choices of f̃ are possible, but do normally
not change the qualitative behaviour.

The bulk contribution g in Eq. (2) represents the free energy of mixing of solute and solvent. In
the case of purely entropic contributions we have

g(ψ1, ψ2) =
kBT

a3

[
ψ1

(ψ1 + ψ2)
ln

(
ψ1

(ψ1 + ψ2)

)
+

ψ2

(ψ1 + ψ2)
ln

(
ψ2

(ψ1 + ψ2)

)]
, (4)

where kBT denotes the thermal energy and a is a typical length scale related to the solvent particle
(e.g., related to the size of the bacteria and the constituents of the extracellular polymeric matrix).
The incorporation of further interactions between solute and solvent into g is straightforward [33]
is, however, not considered here. he symmetric and positive definite mobility matrix

Q(ψ1, ψ2) =

(
Q11 Q12

Q21 Q22

)
= D

ψ2ψ1

ψ1 + ψ2

(
1 −1
−1 1

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

diffusion

+
ψ1 + ψ2

3η̂(ψ1, ψ2)

(
ψ2

1 ψ2ψ1

ψ2ψ1 ψ2
2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

convection

(5)

contains contributions from diffusive and convective transport and can be obtained via a long-wave
approximation of the full hydrodynamic model as discussed in [31, 32, 33, 34, 41, 46]. It depends on
the viscosity of the solution η(ψ1, ψ2) = η0η̂(ψ1, ψ2), which is written in terms of a reference viscosity
η0 (i.e., the viscosity of the nutrient-rich water) and a dimensionless scaling function η̂(ψ1, ψ2) that
captures the composition-dependence of the viscosity. The viscosity of the biomass ηb is about
10-1000 times higher than the viscosity of the bulk liquid η0 [47, 48, 49]. We use the linear ansatz

η̂(ψ1, ψ2) =
ψ1

h
+
ηb
η0

ψ2

h
(6)

which directly enters the convective part of the mobility matrix Q(ψ1, ψ2) where it primarily affects

the time-scale of biofilm spreading dynamics. The diffusivity is D = a2

6πη and is consistent with the

Einstein relation between diffusion constant Ddiff = D kBT
a3

= kBT
6πaη and viscosity.

Eqs. (1-6) describe the evolution of a passive mixture of solute and solvent under the influence of
entropic and surface forces. For a partially wetting suspension-substrate-air combination with the
wetting energy in Eq. (3) it results in steady mixture droplets sitting on a wetting layer of height
h3
p = B

A . he dynamics of the (macroscopic) contact line between the substrate, the gas phase and
the biofilm is naturally encoded in the evolution equations and no additional assumptions on the
relation between forces and the contact line velocity have to be made.
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Before we discuss the employed scaling, we present Eqs. (1-6) in the usual hydrodynamic form of
a thin-film model. A variable transformation is used to go from the presented description in terms of
the effective solvent and solute heights (ψ1, ψ2) to an alternative form of the same model written in
terms of the film height h = ψ1 +ψ2 and height-averaged biomass concentration φ2 = ψ2/(ψ1 +ψ2).
Introducing then the specific forms of f̃ and g [Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively] into the energy (2)
and then together with (6) into Eqs. (1) results in the classical form of a thin film equation coupled
to an advection-diffusion equation

∂th = ∇ · jconv and ∂t(hφ2) = ∇ · (φ2jconv + jdiff)

with jconv = −h
3

3η
∇
(
γ∆h− df̃

dh

)
and jdiff = Ddiffh∇φ2 . (7)

known from the hydrodynamics literature [50, 51].
Before we supplement the passive model by bioactive terms, we introduce a scaling for length,

time and energy to write the equations in dimensionless form. We employ the scales l = (BA )1/3 and

L = (γκ)1/2l for vertical and horizontal length scales, respectively, where l � L.he scales for time

and energy are τ = L2 η0
κl and κ = kBT

a3
l, respectively. From now on, we use the dimensionless form

of the equations and present all figures in dimensionless scales. These can be calibrated to apply to
particular biofilm experiments also allowing one to estimate the material constants that have not
yet been measured for the complex mixture forming the biofilm. An example of such an estimate
is given below in section 3.4.

The resulting dimensionless wettability parameter

W =
Aa3

l3kBT
(8)

measures the relative strength of the wetting energy [52] as compared to the entropic free energy of
mixing. It is directly connected to the equilibrium contact angle θeq of a droplet of a homogeneous
mixture on the moist agar substrate via the relation

tan2 θeq = 3
5W . (9)

Larger values of W correspond to a less wettable substrate and result in steeper droplets.s an
illustration, Fig. 2 shows equilibrium shapes of droplets of a passive mixture on a thin wetting layer
of height hp = 1 for various values of W as indicated in the legend.

2.2 Long-wave model for biofilms

In the previous section we have presented a gradient dynamics model (1)-(6) for films of passive
mixtures. Now we supplement this model by bioactive processes (proliferation/death) and also
account for osmotic influx and evaporation of the solvent. These influences play a crucial role in
the spreading dynamics of biofilms [21, 22] and are shown schematically in Fig. 3. From hereon,
solvent and solute always represent nutrient-rich water and biomass (bacteria and the extracellular
polymeric matrix), respectively.

In the course of the studied biofilm spreading mechanism, osmotic pressure gradients are gener-
ated as bacteria consume water and nutrient to produce biomass. Then, in response, nutrient-rich
water is transported through the agar-film interface which can not be passed by the biomass. With
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Figure 2: Influence of the dimensionless wettability parameter W [(8)] on the shape of equilibrium droplets.
Larger values of W result in steeper droplets as tan2 θeq = 3

5W .

other words, the osmotic imbalance causes swelling and subsequent spreading of the biofilm as water
enters from the moist agar substrate to regulate the fluid concentration. nother mechanism that
may alter the composition of the biofilm is the evaporation of liquid into the surrounding air. As

nutrient-rich substrate

liquid and
biomass   

osmotic influx

evaporation

Figure 3: Schematic illustration of the model to study osmotically driven biofilm spreading. A biofilm droplet
of height profile h(x, t) sits on a thin wetting layer of height hp. Osmotic pressure gradients are
generated as bacteria consume water and nutrients to produce biomass via bacterial proliferation
and matrix secretion. This causes an osmotic influx of nutrient-rich water from the moist agar
substrate into the biofilm.

the influx from the moist agar into the biofilm and the evaporation of liquid are mathematically
equivalent on our level of description [53], we lump the two processes into an effective flux term that
we call “osmotic flux” in the following. Biomass growth and osmotic flux are incorporated into the
model as two non-conserved terms G(ψ1, ψ2) and ζ(ψ1, ψ2), respectively. This results in evolution
equations for the effective layer thicknesses

∂tψ1 =∇ ·
[
Q11∇

δF

δψ1
+Q12∇

δF

δψ2

]
−G(ψ1, ψ2) + ζ(ψ1, ψ2)

∂tψ2 =∇ ·
[
Q21∇

δF

δψ1
+Q22∇

δF

δψ2

]
+G(ψ1, ψ2) . (10)

In the next two subsections we discuss the osmotic flux term ζ(ψ1, ψ2) and the growth termG(ψ1, ψ2)
in more details.
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2.2.1 Osmotic influx - properties of ζ(ψ1, ψ2)

We assume that the interface between agar and biofilm is semipermeable, i.e., nutrient-rich water
can pass through it, but not the biomass nor the agar. As the bacteria in the biofilm consume water
and new biomass is produced, the water concentration is modified from its equilibrium value thereby
creating an osmotic imbalance. This imbalance causes an osmotic flux of nutrient-rich water across
the interface into the biofilm which tends to equilibrate the osmotic pressure on both sides. When
the flat biofilm is in equilibrium with the moist agar substrate for a certain water concentration
φ1 = ψ1

h = φeq, the osmotic pressure in the biofilm equals that in the agar.
In general, the osmotic pressure is defined as the variation of the total free energy of a system

with respect to its volume at fixed number of osmotically active particles [54]. Then, in the local
description of the present model and taking into account that ψ1 and ψ2 are independent variables,
the osmotic pressure in the biofilm is given by the variation of the free energy w.r.t. the effective
solvent layer thickness at fixed solute layer thickness:

Π =
δF [ψ1, ψ2]

δψ1

∣∣∣
ψ2

. (11)

Note that for a flat film without wettability influences, this expression reduces to Π = kBT
a3

ln
(
ψ1

h

)
=

kBT
a3

ln
(

1− ψ2

h

)
. In the dilute case of small biomass concentration φ2 = ψ2/h� 1 one obtains the

classical linear result Π ≈ −kBT
a3
φ2. However, the general form (11) is valid for any concentration

and mixing energy.
The osmotic flux now depends linearly on the osmotic pressure difference between the biofilm

and the agar substrate that is considered as a large reservoir with a constant partial solvent pressure
µagar which guarantees that the influx vanishes for large drops at equilibrium water concentration
ψ1

h ≈ φeq. This gives the influx

ζ(ψ1, ψ2) = −Qosm

(
δF [ψ1, ψ2]

δψ1
− µagar

)
, (12)

with Qosm being a positive mobility constant. For the particular energy contributions discussed in
section 2.2 we have

ζ(ψ1, ψ2) = −Qosm

(
df

dψ1
− γ∆(ψ1 + ψ2) +

kBT

a3
ln
ψ1

h
− µagar

)
. (13)

Expressed in h = ψ1 + ψ2 and φ2 = ψ2/h this gives

ζ̃(h, φ2) = −Qosm

(
df̃

dh
− γ∆h+

kBT

a3
ln(1− φ2)− µagar

)
. (14)

Recall that in the employed long-wave approximation all gradients perpendicular to the interface
are assumed to be small as compared to gradients along the substrate due to the disparity between
vertical and horizontal length scales. This implies that concentration variations along the z-axis are
not captured as such variations in concentrations equilibrate fast. Furthermore, this implies that
osmotic fluxes between the substrate and the biofilm on the one hand and evaporation/condensation
processes between the gas phase and the biofilm on the other hand are not separated but both con-
tained in Eq. (14). For instance, one clearly sees that the overall influx depends on concentration as
well as wettability and capillarity. The dependence of evaporation on surface curvature is sometimes
called the Kelvin effect [55].
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2.2.2 Bacterial growth and matrix production - properties of G(ψ1, ψ2)

The present section outlines the main argument employed to obtain G(ψ1, ψ2) while the details are
laid out in the first part of the appendix. e assume that the cells grow and secrete the polymeric
matrix while consuming the nutrient-rich water. Lumping cell growth and matrix production to-
gether into one growth rate constant g, this process causes a gain term for the biomass ψ2 and
a loss term for the liquid ψ1 in the form of a biomolecular reaction proportional to g ψ1ψ2

ψ2+ψ1
. The

growth of bacteria in a biofilm is not unlimited because processes such as nutrient and oxygen
depletion prevent further growth when the biofilm reaches a critical thickness [29, 56]. We consider
a functionally simple logistic growth law for the population dynamics that describes a biomass that
evolves towards a limiting amount of biomass ψ?2

G(ψ1, ψ2) = g ψ1ψ2

ψ2+ψ1
(1− ψ2

ψ?
2
) · fmod(ψ1, ψ2) . (15)

This growth law is modified locally by fmod(ψ1, ψ2) for very small amounts of biomass. The term
fmod(ψ1, ψ2) that is further discussed in the appendix introduces a growth threshold at small ψ2

corresponding to an unstable fixed point of the growth law and stabilises the wetting layer. The
growth threshold is motivated by the fact that at least one bacterial cell is needed for cell division
and thus proliferation of biomass does not take place for very small values of ψ2. The resulting
bioactive term G(ψ1, ψ2) is shown in Fig. 4 assuming a quasi-steady state for the osmotic influx, i.e.
the osmotic influx is very fast compared to the biomass growth such that the water concentration
in the (flat) biofilm is always at equilibrium with the agar.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
ψ2

−0.2
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

G

ψ∗
2

0.5 2.0

0

Figure 4: The bioactivity G(ψ1, ψ2) has the form of a modified logistic term and leads to growth if the amount
of biomass is smaller then a limiting amount ψ?2 . Here, G(ψ1, ψ2) scaled by the rate constant g is
shown for the quasi-steady state of the osmotic influx ψ1 = φeqh = ψ2φeq/(1− φeq) for φeq = 0.5.
The inset zooms into the region of small ψ2 and shows the fixpoint structure for small amounts of
biomass.

2.3 Numerical treatment

Direct numerical time simulations are performed using a finite element scheme provided by the
modular toolbox DUNE-PDELAB [57, 58, 59]. To apply the package, we split Eqs. (10) into
four equations of second order in space and write them in a weak formulation for general test
functions. The simulation domain for the simulations of 2d (3d) biofilms (i.e., films on 1d (2d)
substrates) is Ω = [0, Lx] (Ω = [0, Lx]× [0, Ly]). It is discretised on an equidistant mesh of Nx = 512
(Nx × Ny = 512 × 512) quadratic elements with linear Q1 ansatz and test functions. On the
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boundaries, we apply no-flux conditions and set the odd derivatives of ψ1 and ψ2 in space to zero

(i.e., in the 1d case
∂ψ1,2

∂x = 0 and
∂3ψ1,2

∂x3
= 0 at ∂Ω). An implicit second order Runge-Kutta scheme

with adaptive time step is used for the time-integration. The resulting linear problem is solved with
a biconjugate gradient stabilised method (BiCGStab) and a symmetric successive overrelaxation
(SSOR) as preconditioner. The convergence of the solutions has been tested with respect to space
discretization. As initial condition we use a small nucleated biofilm droplet at equilibrium water
concentration φeq.

For the analysis of the emerging front solutions, the evolution Eqs. (10) are transformed into
the co-moving coordinate system moving with velocity v in which the fronts correspond to steady
profiles by adding an advection term to the evolution equations. Then, continuation techniques
[60, 61] are applied, i.e., we directly track the stationary fronts in parameter space. In general,
path continuation techniques allow one to obtain steady states of an ordinary differential equation
(ODE) by a combination of prediction steps that advance a known solution in parameter space via
a tangent predictor and subsequent corrector steps. The latter employ refined Newton procedures
to converge to the solution at the next value of the primary continuation parameter. The primary
continuation parameter is in our case, e.g., the growth rate constant g in Eq. (4). As the continuation
of the moving fronts is performed within the comoving frame, the front speed itself has also to be
determined as secondary continuation parameter (or nonlinear eigenvalue) of the system. In this
way one may start at an analytically or numerically known solution, continue it in parameter
space and obtain a broad range of solutions including their bifurcations and accompanying changes
in morphology. For single and coupled thin film equations as Eqs. (1-6) such methods have been
successfully employed, e.g., for dewetting two-layer films [62], depinning drops on a rotating cylinder
[63], dewetting/decomposition patterns in films of mixtures [31] or pattern formation in dip-coating
[41]. For a review see Ref. [61]. The particular software package we employ is Auto-07p [64, 65].
Its usage for various thin-film problems is presented in tutorial form in Ref. [66].

If not stated otherwise, throughout the analysis we fix the maximal amount of biomass that can
be sustained by the substrate to ψ?2 = 60, the equilibrium water concentration to φeq = 0.5 and the
ratio of the viscosities of biomass and fluid to ηb

η0
= 20 and study the biofilm evolution depending on

the growth rate constant g and the wettability parameter W . The mobility constant of the osmotic
influx is first fixed to Qosm = 100 which corresponds to a strong influx that balances the osmotic
pressure difference very fast. In section 3.2, we study the influence of Qosm on the properties of
the biofilm front solutions. Further sensitivity analyses are found in part two of the appendix. The
relation of the chosen constants, the obtained results and scales and conditions found in experiments
are discussed in section 3.4.

3 Results and Discussion

In the following, we present and discuss results obtained with the developed biofilm model (10).
First, we concentrate on the initial growth phase in which the biofilm swells vertically and sub-
sequently spreads horizontally. Then, we focus on the horizontal spreading regime at later times,
when the advancing biofilm front is moving with constant shape and velocity. Most of our results
are obtained for 2d biofilms (i.e., layers on 1d substrates), that correspond to liquid ridges. In
the final section 3.3 we present also some first numerical results on three-dimensional biofilms (i.e.,
layers on 2d substrates).
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3.1 Transition from swelling to spreading

In the early stages of growth, the droplet undergoes a transition from initial vertical swelling to
subsequent horizontal spreading which is also observed experimentally [21, 29]. This behaviour is
captured very well by our simple biofilm model (10). Fig. 5 shows height profiles for a growing
biofilm at equidistant times. Initially the droplet grows vertically and horizontally. When the
biomass approaches the limiting amount ψ?2, the vertical growth slows down and only horizontal
spreading prevails and provides the film with fresh nutrients and water at the edges.

0 50 100 150 200 250
x

0

50

100

150

200

h

0
200
400
600
800

t

Figure 5: Height profiles h(x, t) taken at equidistant times during the early stage of biofilm growth for g = 0.1
and W = 5. Only the right half of the symmetric biofilm droplet is shown. The colour of the lines
encodes time as indicated in the colour bar.

Figure 6 shows the transition between vertical and horizontal swelling more quantitatively .
Shown are the evolutions of the drop size of the biofilm d(t)1, the maximal biofilm height and the
contact angle θ 2 with solid blue lines for two-dimensional biofilm growth (in comparison to the
three-dimensional case, cf. section 3.3 below). In the initial phase up to t ≈ 80, the droplet grows
slowly, as seen by a slow increase in the drop size d(t) and the maximal film height hmax(t) [Fig.
6 (a) and (b)]. However, in this phase vertical growth is more dominant than horizontal spreading
since the contact angle θ(t) [Fig. 6 (c)] is still increasing. After the initial phase the size of the
colony is nearly growing linearly with time. Both, the maximal film height and the contact angle
θ(t) are increasing steeply, reach a maximum before they decrease again slightly to approach their
plateau values at time t ≈ 400. Beyond this time the biofilm is growing by a growth front that
advances horizontally with a constant velocity and a constant front profile, i.e., the dynamic contact
angle is also constant. Note that the plateau value for the contact angle correspond to stationary
values that are larger than the equilibrium contact angle as expected for an advancing front [see
dotted horizontal line in Fig. 6(c)].

The above described sequence of events is in accordance with the experimental finding [21, 29].
But in contrast to earlier theoretical models for osmotic spreading of biofilms [13, 14, 21, 22] the
wetting properties of the biofilm on the agar substrate are explicitly included, allowing us to describe
the horizontal spreading of the biofilm on a wetting layer.

1We define the size of the biofilm d(t) as the distance between the inflection points of the height profile h(x, t)at
the edges of the droplet.

2The contact angle θ(t) is determined from the slope of h(x, t) at the inflection point of the height profile.
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Figure 6: Time evolution of drop size (a), maximal height (b) and contact angle (c) for a two- (solid blue
lines) and a three-dimensional biofilm droplet (dashed green lines) with g = 0.1 and W = 5. The
horizontal dotted line in (c) indicates the value of the equilibrium contact angle without bioactivity.

3.2 Front solutions

Fig. 7 shows an example of a growing biofilm at a late time, after the transition in the dynamics
from swelling to horizontal spreading, when the biofilm front advances with constant velocity and
shape. t its center, the biofilm is in a steady state: the biomass has reached the limiting value ψ?2
and the water concentration is φeq, so that biomass production and degradation are at a dynamic
equilibrium as are osmotic influx and evaporation of water, i.e., no net growth or influx take place
(G = 0 and ζ = 0).he effective layer thicknesses of liquid ψ1 and biomass ψ2 that are represented in
Fig. 7 by the solid and dashed lines, respectively, are constant in the central region of the biofilm.
At the edges, the biomass has not yet reached the limiting amount. The biomass growth, which is
in Fig. 7 encoded in the colouring of the biofilm, alters the water concentration from the equilibrium
value φeq causing an osmotic influx of water from the agar substrate into the biofilm. The direction
and strength of the influx are in Fig. 7 indicated by the blue arrows underneath the biofilm.

We use continuation techniques to further analyse the front solutions (see section 2.3). Fig. 8
shows the dependencies of the front velocity v and dynamic contact angle θ (determined from the
slope at the inflection point of the profile) of the stationary advancing fronts on the biomass growth
rate constant g. As expected, the front velocity (Fig. 8, top row), increases with g because the
biomass growth causes the osmotic imbalance in the biofilm and triggers the subsequent influx of
water.

The dynamic contact angle of the advancing biofilm front also increases with increasing g (Fig.
8, bottom row). If the front advances very slowly for small bioactivity rates g, the contact angle
approximately corresponds to the equilibrium contact angle of the passive mixture (dotted lines)
given by Eq. (8). If a stronger biomass growth pushes the biofilm front forward, the front profile
is steeper. This indicates that the dynamic contact angle increases with front velocity as known
from the passive advance of fronts or drops, e.g., for spreading drops or sliding drops on an incline
[45, 67].he spreading is slower for larger values of W which correspond to steeper passive droplets,
i.e., the agar substrate is less wettable for the biofilm (Fig. 8, left column), albeit this effect is small.
The front also slows down if the osmotic influx is weaker which can be modeled by smaller values of
Qosm corresponding to a smaller permeability of the interface between moist substrate and biofilm
(Fig. 8, right column). Recall that the model is analysed in the dimensionless long-wave form and
l� L holds for the dimensional vertical and horizontal length scale. Consequently, the dimensional
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Figure 7: Bioactivity and osmotic influx for an exemplary biofilm front profile obtained as a snapshopt at
t = 800 in a simulation for g = 0.1 and W = 5. The colouring of the droplet indicates the bioactivity
G(ψ1, ψ2). The biomass growth is strongest at the edges of the film. The direction and thickness
of blue arrows below the film represent the direction and strength of the effective osmotic flux
term ζ(ψ1, ψ2). The influx is strongly positive at the edges of the biofilm, where biomass growth
causes an osmotic imbalance decreasing the solvent concentration below its equilibrium value, i.e.
ψ1

h < φeq.

front profiles are much more shallow than in the dimensionless representation of the profiles shown
in our figures.

3.3 Three-dimensional biofilm growth

So far, we have analysed the behaviour of two-dimensional biofilms, which correspond actually to
biofilm ridges. While the extension of the model to 3d biofilms does not represent any conceptual
difficulty, the use of, for example, continuation techniques is much more technically involved. The
swelling and spreading dynamics of radially-symmetricd biofilm droplets qualitatively resembles the
2d case as can be seen from the evolution of the drop size d(t) (i.e., here the radius), the maximal
biofilm height hmax(t) and the contact angle θ(t) in Fig. 6 (dashed green lines). The transition from
a swelling droplet towards a centrally flat film with an advancing front is slower than for the 2d
biofilm but the front velocity and the constant dynamic contact angle of the evolving front profile
are approximately equal to the values for the 2d case. Note that in both cases the front velocity
approaches a constant value.

As an illustration for 3d biofilm growth we show in the following an example result obtained from
the direct numerical simulation of Eqs. (10). Starting from randomly distributed small droplets,
the time simulation presented in Figure 9 shows an evolution towards an extended biofilm. The
individual droplets first swell vertically and subsequently spread horizontally as observed in the 2d
case. If droplets touch, they merge and form larger aggregates until eventually, an extended biofilm
at equilibrium water content emerges.

3.4 Experimental calibration

What we have presented so far is a qualitative analysis of osmotic biofilm spreading employing the
evolution equations introduced in section 2. We are well aware that our model is quite simple and
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Figure 8: Front velocity (upper row) and contact angle (lower row) depending on the bioactivity rate constant

g obtained by parameter continuation. (a) shows the influence of the wettability parameter W at
fixed Qosm = 100. In (b), the value of Qosm which determines the strength of the osmotic influx is
varied at fixed W = 5. The dotted horizontal lines indicate the equilibrium contact angles of the
corresponding passive mixtures obtained with Eq. (8).

neglects many aspects of biofilm complexity. Furthermore, some parameters as, e.g., the mobility
coefficients for the transfer of water from the agar into the biofilm, are not known. However, in
the following we discuss how to calibrate the relevant scales and dimensionless parameters using
the experiments by Seminara and coworkers [21]. As the biofilm evolution is highly sensitive to
the environmental conditions, e.g., the limiting biofilm height varies between several tens to several
hundred µm [21, 29], the model has to be calibrated separately for each individual experiment. Here
we specifically use the experiment in Ref. [21].

From the biofilm height of ∼30µm, the typical time scale for the transition between vertical and
horizontal swelling of about 10 h and the typical spreading velocity of about 200µm h−1 we estimate
the vertical length scale l=250 nm, the horizontal length scale L=20µm and the time scale τ=6 min.
From the measured dynamic contact angle of about 1◦, together with the estimated length scales
we obtain the dimensionless wettability parameter W = 5, which is the value we have used for most
calculations. A typical dimensionless growth rate constant g = 0.1 (Figs. 5, 6, and 7) corresponds
to a dimensional growth rate of 1 h−1, a reasonable assumption for bacterial cell division.

The estimate for the transfer coefficient of water between the agar substrate and the biofilm is not
an easy task, since it crucially depends on the permeability of the agar and the interface thickness.
In our simulations we have assumed that osmotic fluxes are faster than or on the same time scale as
biomass growth and therefore the time scale of spreading is dominated by the interplay of biomass
growth and surface forces. Using the relation for the dimensionless mobilityQosm = χkBTτ/(µlLa

3),
where χ = 3000 nm2 [22] denotes the permeability of the agar, µ = 10−3 Pa s denotes the dynamic
viscosity of water and with the size of the solute a = 0.1 . . . 1µm we find a range of values for
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Figure 9: Simulation of a growing three-dimensional biofilm (i.e., on a two-dimensional substrate) with g =
0.3, W = 1.5, ηb

η0
= 10 and Lx = Ly = 2000. Starting from small nucleated biofilm droplets, a

homogeneous biofilm evolves.

Qosm = 1 . . . 1000, i.e., about the range we have studied in Fig. 8.

4 Conclusion

We have developed a simple model for the osmotic spreading of growing biofilms on the surface of
moist agar substrates under air. To do so we have first laid out that a film of passive (not bioactive)
mixtures or suspensions can be described by two coupled thin-film equations for the effective layer
heights of solvent and solute. These can either be written in the form of a gradient dynamics on an
underlying energy functional as derived in the literature or in the more usual hydrodynamic form
of coupled thin film and advection-diffusion equations. The former way is advantageous as it allows
for an easy extension towards more involved interaction and interfacial energies that it incorporates
automatically in all relevant transport channels including the osmotic influx and evaporation.

We have then shown that the passive model can serve as a basis for the study of the growth
dynamics of biofilms as it can be supplemented by additional terms that account for bioactive
processes. Namely, these are proliferation/death processes, production of intercellular polymeric
matrix and also the passive osmotic influxes caused by the growth of biomass in the film. We
have derived and discussed a particular, simple model to study the osmotically driven spreading of
biofilms which is observed experimentally for certain bacterial strains at moist agar-air interfaces.
The model focuses on the fluid-like character of young biofilms and especially incorporates the
wetting behaviour and the fluid flow in a consistent way by introducing a wetting energy (i.e., a
Derjaguin or disjoining pressure) into the dynamic model. To our knowledge this has not been done
before.
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Within this framework, the biofilm spreads on a stable wetting layer, whereby spreading is
driven by biomass production and a resulting osmotic influx from the agar. This has offered us the
opportunity to study the influence of passive material parameters, such as, the wettability of the agar
substrate and surface tension of the biofilm-air interface on the spreading behaviour of the biofilm.
For the early stage of growth, the model reproduces the transition from initial vertical swelling to
horizontal spreading. In the long-time limit, the model shows that biofilms grow laterally by stable
stationary growth fronts. These have been further analysed by applying continuation techniques.
In this way, we were able to characterize the influence of model parameters, such as, the growth
rate constant of the bacteria, the wetting properties and the strength of the osmotic influx on the
velocity and profile of the fronts.

Our results show that our approach results in a qualitatively correct and quantitatively reason-
able simple asymptotic model of osmotic biofilm spreading. It should be seen as a parallel approach
to complex multi-scale biofilm models that can normally only be tackled by expensive numerical
simulations. Therefore, we plan to incorporate in the future further features of biofilm growth.
Possible extensions of the model include, for example, the auto-production and dynamics of surfac-
tants in the biofilm which would allow one to study the role of surface tension gradient-driven flows
(Marangoni flows) on the spreading behaviour [25].

Appendix

Model for bacterial growth and matrix production

We assume that biomass is produced in a bimolecular reaction by consuming the nutrient-rich water.
The production of biomass includes the growth of bacteria as well as the production of extracellular
matrix. The time evolution of the concentrations of water φ1 = ψ1

h and biomass φ2 = ψ2

h due to
this processes is then given by

∂tφ1 = −gφ1φ2 (16)

∂tφ2 = αgφ1φ2 (17)

where α is a factor that describes the efficiency of this transformation which describes for example
the amount of nutrients that the bacteria need to sustain their metabolism. For simplicity, we set
α = 1. The growth rate constant g depends, e.g., on the nutrient concentration in the agar substrate
and the bacterial strain. Translating this growth into an evolution for the effective heights of water
and biomass yields

∂tψ1 = −g ψ1ψ2

ψ1 + ψ2
(18)

∂tψ2 = g
ψ1ψ2

ψ1 + ψ2
. (19)

The growth of bacteria and the production of extracellular matrix is not unlimited because it is
limited by effects as the availability of nutrient and oxygen across the biofilm. These processes
limit the biofilm to a maximal height that corresponds, e.g., to a balance of nutrient diffusion and
consumption [29, 56]. As it is beyond the scope of this work to model oxygen and nutrient concen-
tration directly, we introduce a limiting amount of biomass ψ?2 that can maximally be sustained by
the substrate, which depends, e.g., on the nutrient concentration in the agar. This can be achieved
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by introducing a factor (1− ψ2

ψ∗
2
) into the growth term, corresponding to the well known logistic law,

that describes a population dynamics which evolves towards a limiting value [68].
In addition, we introduce a growth threshold at a small value ψ2,u = 2.0 that is motivated by

the fact that at least one bacterial cell is needed for cell division and matrix production. It is
introduced such that it shifts the onset of the logistic growth to this value.

∂tψ1 = −gψ1(ψ2 − ψ2,u)

ψ1 + ψ2

(
1− ψ2

ψ?2

)
(20)

∂tψ2 = g
ψ1(ψ2 − ψ2,u)

ψ1 + ψ2

(
1− ψ2

ψ?2

)
. (21)

Recall that the biofilm coexist with a thin wetting layer of height hp on the moist agar substrate.
Growth of bacteria in the wetting layer away from the biofilm would correspond to the spontaneous
creation of new biofilm droplets away from the original biofilm. Here we avoid this by modifying
the growth term. We introduce a stable fixed point at ψ2,s = φeqhp = 0.5 in the growth term,
which ensures that no bacterial growth takes place in the wetting layer that shall be in osmotic
equilibrium with the agar. The final growth term is then given by

G(ψ1, ψ2) = g
ψ1(ψ2 − ψ2,u)

ψ1 + ψ2

(
1− ψ2

ψ?2

)
(1− exp(ψ2,s − ψ2)) (22)

= g
ψ1ψ2

ψ2 + ψ1
(1− ψ2

ψ?2
) (1− ψ2,u

ψ2
) (1− exp(ψ2,s − ψ2))︸ ︷︷ ︸
fmod(ψ1,ψ2)

. (23)

Please note that the introduction of the growth threshold and the stabilisation of the wetting layer
only ammends the growth term at very small amounts of biomass as with increasing ψ2, the term
fmod(ψ1, ψ2) fast approaches one. Outside the zoom shown in the inset of Fig. 4 the logistic growth
law remains practically the same. Other choices of fmod(ψ1, ψ2) with the same fixed point structure
do not change the qualitative behaviour of the system.

Sensitivity analysis for ψ∗
2 and φeq

To study the sensitivity of the model on the less confident parameters as the limiting amount of
biomass ψ∗

2 and the equilibrium water concentration φeq, these parameters are varied over a broad
range of values. The qualitative behaviour of the model does not change but the velocity of the
biofilm speading depends on these parameters as shown in Figure 10.
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